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1.0 Introduction 
 

The purpose of this guide is to ensure a consistent and credible visual identity for the 

certification marks associated with the Certified Emissions Measurement And Reduction 

Scheme (CEMARS), wherever and whenever the public comes in contact with them. The 

certification marks are the CEMARS word mark and logo. These can only be used by 

Participants who have successfully achieved CEMARS certification. Claims related to 

CEMARS certification and use of the certification marks must not be misleading in any 

manner. 

 

The certification marks are more than an identifier – they are a symbol of commitment 

to sustainability principles and environmental responsibility. The CEMARS certification 

marks add value to a participant’s organisation. Participants awarded CEMARS 

certification can be assured that the certification awarded has both credibility and 

integrity. 

 

Credibility is provided by the science underpinning the measurement, management and 

verification by qualified independent auditors. Integrity is provided by an independent 

advisory panel whose role is to provide technical and ethical oversight of the 

programme. 

 

Those using the CEMARS certification marks can be assured that these are recognised in 

domestic and international markets and they convey the credibility and integrity of the 

Programme. 

 

In order to protect the certification marks, the CEMARS word and logo marks are 

registered as standard trademarks with the Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand 

(IPONZ). carboNZero Holdings controls their use through a signed written agreement in 

which Participants agree to comply with the Terms and Conditions of Certification 

governing participation in the CEMARS Programme including independently verified 

greenhouse gas emissions measurement, management and reduction in accordance with 

the Technical Requirements. Certification includes compliance of the greenhouse gas 

emissions measurement with ISO 14064-1:2006 for organisation certification.  

 

The Terms and Conditions include this guide, i.e. Participants must comply with this 

guide as a condition of certification. 
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2.0   Word mark regulations 
a. The CEMARS word mark is a six-letter acronym which stands for ‘Certified 

Emissions Measurement And Reduction Scheme’. 

b. The CEMARS word mark is always used as one word with uppercase ‘CEMARS’. It 

should never be spelt Cemars, CEMARs or cemars. 

c. There is no space between the letters. 

d. There are no full stops between the letters. 

e. The word mark must never be abbreviated. 

f. The CEMARS word mark should be used with the registered symbol ® on first use 

in any publication, e.g. CEMARS®. Please note the CEMARS logo should be used 

with the Trade Mark symbol TM as included in the design (see logos below). 

g. The word mark cannot be included in a business name or be used in such a way 

as to appear or suggest that it is part of a business name. 

h. The word mark cannot be included in a domain name, e.g. a web address. 

i. The word mark should be used as an adjective followed by a noun and should not 

be used in place of your own trade mark. Acceptable nouns include certified or 

certification. Do not refer to CEMARS accredited or accreditation for your own 

organisation. 

o When referring to a CEMARS certified organisation: 

Correct:  ‘Our business has achieved CEMARS® certification’ 

  ‘We are a CEMARS® certified bakery’ 

Incorrect:  ‘Our business has achieved CEMARS®’ 

  ‘CEMARS bakery’ 

  ‘CEMARS® accredited bakery’ 
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3.0    Logo regulations 
 

The contents of this section detail the only logos which are allowed to be used in 

representing the CEMARS offering on communication touch points. 

 

All logos will in eps and jpg formats. 

 

 

3.1   Certified organisation logo  

A participant who has been awarded CEMARS ‘certified organisation’ status may use the 

certification organisation logo, which consists of the master logo with the relevant ISO 

standard name, and the words ‘certified organisation’ beneath. The colour and black and 

white versions will be available in both eps and jpg formats.  

Colour – Primary option Black & white - Secondary option 

  
 

3.2   Spacing 

The logo and words ‘certified organisation’ must be placed clear of any other design 

elements. The exclusion zone is equivalent to the width of the letter ‘M’ in the CEMARS 

logo. 
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3.3    Placement guidance 

a. Placement of the logo will vary when it appears on materials, but it should be 

positioned with consideration for high visibility and readability. 

b. The above logo may be placed on participant-owned and operated vehicles when 

the following conditions apply: 

o The vehicles’ greenhouse gas emissions have been captured as part of the 

Participant’s inventory and this is confirmed in the verification report. 

o The emissions from these vehicles are included in the Participant’s inventory, 

plans to reduce these emissions are included in the management plan, and 

these are both clearly stated in the Participant’s disclosure statement. 

o The Participant must strictly comply with all terms and conditions governing 

the use of the CEMARS certification mark and obtain final approval from the 

Programme administrator before displaying the logo on any vehicle. 

3.4   Minimum reproduction size 

Minimum size of the reproduction of the CEMARS logo: 

 

3.5   Logo colours 

The colour palette grounds all design material relating to the CEMARS certification logos. 

The colours dominate the logos’ look and feel, help establish a consistent and strong 

visual identity, and are important triggers for brand recognition. 

 

Colour 

 
Black and white 
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3.6   General logo use guidelines 

 

IMPORTANT: Use original files. Do not copy and paste from other documents, including 

from the Programme website, as this will progressively degrade the quality of the 

artwork. 

 

You must not alter any graphic files containing the Certification Marks and must use only 

those files supplied by the Programme administrator specifically for your use, e.g. 

o Do not remove TM from the logo. 

o Do not rebuild, redraw, recreate or distort the logo. 

o Do not crop or rotate the certification logo. 

o Do not alter the colours or typography of the logo. 

o Do not remove the statement around the logo or the tag line ‘certified 

organisation’ below the logo. 

o Certification mark artwork supplied as: jpg (jpeg) and eps (encapsulated 

postscript) 

4.0 Guidelines for green marketing and carbon 

claims 
 

As climate change gains more attention around the world, many businesses are using 

environmental, ‘green’ and/or carbon reduction to differentiate themselves and their 

products or services from their competition. 

 

Communication is essential to the ongoing success of your certification but sometimes it 

can be difficult to translate carbon management and reduction activity into compelling 

propositions, PR materials and press releases for both internal and external audiences. 

carboNZero Holdings places high importance on providing clients with basic information 

to help them understand the need to make accurate and confident carbon measurement 

and reduction claims, that stand up to scrutiny. This advice is closely aligned with 

various global national agencies guidelines. 

This includes: 

 Businesses making environmental claims – including statements about 

sustainability, recycling, carbon neutrality, energy efficiency, use of natural 

products or impact on animals and the natural environment – should ensure 

those claims are accurate, scientifically sound and appropriately substantiated. 

 When making environmental claims, businesses should aim to be as specific as 

possible, adequately explaining the environmental benefit and the part or parts of 

the business, product and service to which it applies. 

 Using broad or unqualified claims, such as ‘green’, ‘environmentally friendly’, 

‘energy efficient’, ‘recyclable’ and ‘recycled’, with no further substantiation are 

ambiguous and do not explain any specific environmental benefit. Stating a 

product is ‘recycled’ when only the packaging has been made of recycled material 
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may be misleading, whereas specifically stating ‘packaged in recycled material’ 

may prevent customers from being misled. 

 While the environmentally conscious consumer is becoming savvier, care should 

be taken to limit the use of scientific language or technical jargon when making 

environmental claims. Businesses should not assume that their customers have 

any particular degree of knowledge, so claims should be clear and unambiguous. 

 Businesses should be careful that the overall impression created about a 

business, product and service is not misleading. 

 It is essential that businesses provide their customers with accurate and full 

information about the carbon measurement and reduction claims associated with 

their business, products or services. 

 For more information on making carbon claims, the publication Green Claims 

Guidance published in 2011 is available for download from the Department for the 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) website: 

www.defra.gov.uk/environment/economy/products-consumers/green-claims-

labels  

The information provided in this section is general indicative guidance only. 

Organisations must obtain their own legal advice and satisfy themselves as to their own 

compliance with all legal requirements. 

 

5.0    Contact 
 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 

carbonreduction@achilles.com or 01235 838188. 

 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/economy/products-consumers/green-claims-labels
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/economy/products-consumers/green-claims-labels
mailto:carbonreduction@achilles.com

